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Joseph joined Chambers as a pupil in October 2022.
 
As an associate researcher at an anti-corruption charity, Joseph gained experience in bribery
proceedings, asset recovery, sanctions and mutual legal assistance, with a focus on freezing
orders brought in under the Criminal Finances Act 2017. Before coming to the Bar, he was a
specialist caseworker at a firm of immigration solicitors working on citizenship deprivation
proceedings, complex appeals and advising on points of diplomatic law. At the Home Office,
Joseph specialised in judicial review claims concerning allegations of tax and document fraud. As
a barrister’s assistant, he has drafted grounds of judicial review for claims before the Upper
Tribunal and High Court, and grounds of appeal to the Court of Appeal. He has also provided
research assistance in criminal and commercial matters before the Privy Council.
 
As a member of ALBA, Joseph was invited to assist in preparing its response to the government’s
proposed changes to judicial review. He has also been asked to comment in the press on asset
recovery cases in the UK, and has written articles on account freezing orders, whistleblowers,
and legal drafting for a specialist immigration publication.
 
Joseph holds an LLB (Hons) in Law & Sociology from Cardiff University and an MA with distinction
in Corruption and Governance from the University of Sussex. He was awarded the Jules Thorn
scholarship by Middle Temple to study a joint LLM BPTC. As part of his LLM, he represented
clients in private child proceedings before the family courts. He was a director of Vocalise, the
prison debating initiative run by Gray’s Inn, and is currently a trustee of the refugee charity,
RLS. 
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Publications
How to write a pre-action letter that makes the Home Office change its mind

Is it time for a whistle blower visa?

Account freezing orders, what do immigration practitioners need to know?

 

Press
$23m of cash looted by Nigerian dictator recovered

Credit Suisse and Citco face £430m lawsuit over Chelsea property deal that lost Vatican £100m

https://freemovement.org.uk/how-to-write-a-pre-action-letter-that-makes-the-home-office-change-its-mind/
https://freemovement.org.uk/is-it-time-for-a-whistleblower-visa/
https://freemovement.org.uk/account-freezing-orders-what-do-immigration-practitioners-need-to-know/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2022/05/06/23m-cash-looted-nigerian-dictator-recovered/
https://www.cityam.com/credit-suisse-and-citco-face-430m-lawsuit-over-chelsea-property-deal-that-lost-vatican-100m/
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